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NEW Picture book! 
    

Seb and the SunSeb and the SunSeb and the SunSeb and the Sun,  

by Jami Gigot (author and illustrator)  
Ripple Grove Press (March 20, 2018)   36 pages, hardcover, ages 5 to 7 
 
Seb is determined to find some light for his sleepy 
coastal town. It is so far north, the sun does not shine in 
winter and the days are cold, dreary, and dark as night. 
So Seb embarks on a mission to find the sun. Along 
with his friend Walrus, he makes a plan, collects 
supplies, and rows far out to sea. He brings bottles of 
sunlight back to the town and warms everyone's heart. 
Gigot's illustrations capture the personality of this tiny 
mining and fishing community, especially when it is 
aglow with a warmth of the sun. A beautifully calming 
story perfect for bedtime reading. 
 
Jami Gigot has a BA in Communication Arts, focusing 
on film and film production. 
 She is the author/illustrator of the picture book Mae and 
the Moon, and has worked as a digital artist on several motion pictures. She now lives 
with her family in Vancouver, BC. 
 More at http://www.jamigigot.com/ 
Rights sold: Chinese simplified 
 
 

Mae and the MoonMae and the MoonMae and the MoonMae and the Moon    
    by Jami Gigot  (Author & Illustrator)  
Ripple Grove Press, (Sept.9, 2015) Hardcover: 44 pages , 5 - 7 years,  
 
Mae and the moon love to play together. Their favorite 
game is hide and seek. But when the moon disappears 
one evening and cannot be found, Mae wonders what 
happened and begins to worry. Determined to find her 
glowing friend, Mae takes matters into her own hands 
and sets off on a wonderful and curious voyage through 
her imagination. This charming book, beautifully 
illustrated in soft moonlit hues, will capture the hearts of 
moon gazers everywhere. The illustrations are calm and 
soothing, perfect for a slumber-time read.   
This is Jami’s first picture book. As a child she would 
secretly read by moonlight well past her bedtime. 
Passionately interested in the relationship between words 
and pictures she studied animation and VFX at 
Vancouver Film School and has worked as a Digital 
Artist on several films (including Avatar, Tim Burton's 
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and Captain America). 
More at http://www.ripplegrovepress.com/ 
Rights sold: Chinese simplified 
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The Manic PanicThe Manic PanicThe Manic PanicThe Manic Panic, 

 written by Richa Jha, illustrated by Mithila Ananth 

Creston Books (May 1, 2018) Hardcover, 38 pages, ages 5 to 8 
 
 
How can a family survive when the internet goes down? 
Clearly the parents have no solution. Luckily, their 
daughter knows exactly what to do! Some grown-ups 
have so much screen time that they just can't cope when 
the wifi goes out. Luckily the grown-ups in Manic Panic 
live with a smart kid who loves to read and an 
adventurous grandma who knows how to have fun 
without the internet. Manic Panic is a wry look at the 
value of unplugged family time, even when someone is 
resistant to the real world. 
Richa Jha is a publisher and author of picture books. She 
has been receiving threats from her two children that one 
of these days she might wake up to find her mobile phone 
flushed down the toilet. Mithila Ananth, illustrator of 
numerous books, can be found smelling books, collecting 
stationery and relaxing with cartoons… she likes happy 
endings and lives in Bengaluru, India. 
 
 
 

Enough is Enough! Enough is Enough! Enough is Enough! Enough is Enough!     
by	Barney	Saltzberg 
Creston Books (May 28, 2018) Hardcover, 32 pages, ages 4 to 7 
 
Everyone has “enough is enough!” 
moments. In Barney Saltzberg’s take on this 
familiar sibling dynamic, all it takes is some 
time, space, and a good book to bring 
everyone back together again.  “We all have 
had moments when we wished we could be 
in a different time and place. Barney 
Saltzberg has an imaginative solution: just 
like Olive, tear the page and step through for 
a few moments alone. A tender, humorous, 
story that guides kids to both pursue their 
own space and learn to share it.” 
Barney Saltzberg is the author and illustrator 
of close to 50 books for children, with his 
bestselling Touch and Feel Kisses series 
with over a million copies in print. He lives 
in Los Angeles with his wife and two dogs. 
http://www.barneysaltzberg.com/ 
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The Inca Book Series: The Inca Book Series: The Inca Book Series: The Inca Book Series: 6 volumes, Ages 11 to 12 

Inca, the Siberian Kitty, a clever sleuth, and her globetrotting furry family are 
always up for new adventures.   
 
Young mystery readers are in for a special treat with R.F. Kristi's munchkin-
sized detective series. The detectives are an unlikely group of pet friends, in-
cluding cats, dogs and a hamster. In Kristi's sure hands, they are models of 
friendship, acceptance and gumption. 
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The Silly Parade and Other TopsyThe Silly Parade and Other TopsyThe Silly Parade and Other TopsyThe Silly Parade and Other Topsy----Turvy Poems: Russian Turvy Poems: Russian Turvy Poems: Russian Turvy Poems: Russian 

Folk Nursery Rhymes, Tongue Twisters, and Lullabies, Folk Nursery Rhymes, Tongue Twisters, and Lullabies, Folk Nursery Rhymes, Tongue Twisters, and Lullabies, Folk Nursery Rhymes, Tongue Twisters, and Lullabies, 	
by Nikolai Popov (Illustrator), Anne Dwyer (Translator) 
Rovakada Publishing: Hardcover – January 27, 2017,  48 pages, preschool to 12 
 
Have you ever seen a horse drive a sleigh? Can 
you count up everyone participating in the silly 
parade? Or do you want to meet Old Man Igor, 
who does everything topsy-turvy and upside-
down? These funny and charming nursery rhymes 
are based on traditional Russian songs and folk 
poetry and are brilliantly translated and retold by 
Anne Dwyer.  
The timeless illustrations by award-winning artist 
Nikolai Popov add a touch of gentle humor. 
The Silly Parade is the perfect way to introduce 
children to the pleasures of poetry as it teaches 
them language, sounds, rhyme and rhythm. 
 
Nikolai Popov, a well-known Russian visual artist 
and illustrator, has won multiple gold medals and 
Grand Prix at international exhibitions for 
children's book illustrations. Popov has had 
personal exhibitions in many cities of the world, 
including Moscow, Tokyo, Rome and Venice. 
Books with his illustrations have been published 
in many languages.  
Author Anne Dwyer is an Associate Professor of German and Russian at Pomona College 
in California. The illustrations of Nikolai Popov inspired her to translate and retell 
Russian children’s folklore into English. Anne is mother of a toddler living in Claremont, 
California.  
 
More at https://rovakada.wordpress.com/books/ 
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Case of Sense, Case of Sense, Case of Sense, Case of Sense,     
by Songju Ma Daemicke (Author),  
Shennen Bersani (Illustrator)     
Arbordale Publishing; paperback edition (August 10, 2016) 32 pages, 4 to 8, preschool 
More at www.arbordalepublishing.com 
 

 
One summer day, the smell of delicious food fills 
the air. It is coming from greedy Fu Wang s house. 
To his alarm, Fu Wang demands that all the neigh-
bors pay him for the pleasant smells. When the 
neighbors refuse, the case goes to court. How will 
the judge rule in this unusual case and will justice 
be served? Can Fu Wang make money from the 
neighbors sense of smell? A wise judge makes use 
of another sense to close the case with clever and 
convincing logic. 
Songju Ma Daemicke grew up in Jilin, China, 
where she enjoyed listening to the stories her grand-
parents told. Songju moved to the United States in 
1996. After obtaining a master's degree in computer 
science, she worked as a software engineer until her 
twin daughters were born. A Case of Sense is her 

debut picture book. She lives in Glenview, Illinois, with her husband and their daughters. 
Like all of Arbordale 250 titles this fictional story includes a 4-page For Creative Minds 
section in the back of the book and a 23-page cross-curricular Teaching Activity Guide 
online. Its extensive back matter helps teachers with lesson ideas, provides extensions for 
science, math, and social studies units, and uses inquiry-based learning to help build crit-
ical thinking skills in young readers. 
 
 

A Book of Questions,A Book of Questions,A Book of Questions,A Book of Questions,    
by Jane G. Meyer  (Author), Lucia Salemi  (Illustrator)    
Xist Publishing (April 6, 2016) paperback, 8.5 x 0.1 x 8.5 inches, 28 pages ages 3 to 8 
 
 
Every kid has questions...and they also have the capacity 
to discover very interesting answers. In The Book of 
Questions, Jane G. Meyer leads kids through a pint-sized 
Socratic exercise in questioning the nature of the uni-
verse. Paired with Lucia Salemi’s whimsical illustrations, 
these questions are sure to get kids thinking, and coming 
up with new questions of their own. 
More at http://www.xistpublishing.com/wp/product-
category/fiction/picture-books/ 
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Monday Is Wash DayMonday Is Wash DayMonday Is Wash DayMonday Is Wash Day 

by MaryAnn Sundby (Author), Tessa Blackham (Illustrator) 
Ripple Grove Press (September 27, 2016) 42 pages, ages 5 to 7 

 
In this enduring story from a time not so long 
ago, Annie and her sister help Mama with 
washing the clothes on Monday morning. 
From gathering and sorting the clothes, to 
washing and hanging them outside to dry, to 
folding and putting them away, the family 
works together to get the job done. The illus-
trations, created through hand-painted cut-
paper collages, bring the reader to a time 
when doing the laundry was an all-day family 
chore. 
MaryAnn Sundby is an avid adventurer and 
history buff who enjoys writing stories that 
enhance understanding of heritage. She lives 
in Castle Rock, Colorado. Tessa Blackham, a 
freelance illustrator who in her spare time 

enjoys sailing and playing the piano. She lives in Seattle, Washington. “Beyond offer-
ing a glimpse of bygone household routines, the story is a quiet reminder of the pleas-
ures of a job well done.”  —Publishers Weekly  -  Right Sold: Korean 
 
 

Grandmother Thorn HardcoverGrandmother Thorn HardcoverGrandmother Thorn HardcoverGrandmother Thorn Hardcover  

by Katey Howes  (Author), Rebecca Hahn (Illustrator) 
 A NEW Picture book! 
Ripple Grove Press, (August 29, 2017) 5 - 7 years, Hardcover: 44 pages 
 
Grandmother Thorn treasures her garden, where 
not a leaf, twig or pebble is allowed out of place. 
But when a persistent plant sprouts without her 
permission, Grandmother begins to unravel. “Her 
hair became as tangled as the vines on her fence. 
Her garden fell into disrepair. One morning, she 
did not rake the path.” A dear friend, the passage 
of seasons, and a gift only nature can offer help 
Grandmother Thorn discover that some things are 
beyond our control, and that sweetness can blos-
som in unexpected places. 
Katey Howes, a former physical therapist writes 
full time from her home office. She loves connect-
ing kids with the natural world through explora-
tion, art, and science. She lives in Chesterfield, New Jersey. Rebecca Hahn is an artist 
who enjoys working with a diverse range of media including animation. She previous-
ly worked for the Walt Disney Company where she drew the Winnie the Pooh charac-
ters for the Consumer Products Division. 
More at http://www.ripplegrovepress.com/ 
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Imagination Bigger Together!Imagination Bigger Together!Imagination Bigger Together!Imagination Bigger Together!		
By Casey Rislov  
A NEW Picture book! 
AuthorHouse (January, 2017) $15.95 •  
Hardcover • 34 pages • Ages 3–6  
 
 
What would life be without imagination? You 
would forget the taste of mud cakes, the touch of 
colorful gems on a short hike, and the smell of the 
salty sea as you look for treasure all within your 
backyard. You would miss seeing your child’s 
smiles and great ideas, or the sound of laughter… 
this book will inspire children to create, discover, 
and dream of adventures as near as their own 
backyards. From making mud cakes with imagi-
nary friends to treasure hunting for gems, a whole 
world is just a child’s imagination away. 
Casey Rislov holds a master’s degree in elemen-
tary education and is endorsed in early childhood 
and special needs. She has spent most of her career 
teaching children everything from swimming and 
downhill ski racing to developmental skills and 
reading  and writing. She lives in Wyoming with 
her family. 
 
 
 

Love is Forever,Love is Forever,Love is Forever,Love is Forever,		
Hardcover by Casey Rislov  (Author), Aimee Jackson (Editor), Rachael Balsaitis 
(Illustrator) 
 
AuthorHouse (January 13, 2017) Age 4 to 9, 42 pages 
 
‘My love for you will never stop. It lives on in your 
laughter, in your heart, and in your thoughts’. -lines 
from book. Losing a loved one is hard for anyone, 
especially a child who might be experiencing loss for 
the first time. This multiple award winning. 
book gives caregivers, parents and children a beautiful 
way to begin talking about loss and grief, and how to 
keep loved ones close in heart and mind through 
shared memories. 
 
Translation rights sold: Chinese simplified. 
More at http://www.caseyrislovbooks.com/
imagination-bigger-together.html 
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KeeKee's Big Adventures in Amsterdam, Netherlands KeeKee's Big Adventures in Amsterdam, Netherlands KeeKee's Big Adventures in Amsterdam, Netherlands KeeKee's Big Adventures in Amsterdam, Netherlands     
by	Shannon	Jones	(Author), Casey Uhelski (Illustrator) 
 
Calithumpian Press (October 2016) Hardcover – October 11, 2016, Hardcover: 40 pages, 
10.2 x 0.4 x 8.2 inches, 5 to 7 years. 

 
KeeKee, the adventurous calico kitty traveling 
the world in her hot air balloon. Hoera! This 
time she lands in Amsterdam, Netherlands and 
explores the city with Jasper the Lion. Together 
they speak Dutch, cruise the canals, and enjoy 
the sights, sounds and tastes of this beautiful, 
colorful and historic city. Entertaining and edu-
cational, KeeKee's adventures will spark curi-
osity and inspire appreciation for our great big 
wonderful world! 
 
Shannon Jones is a travel enthusiast with a 
background in marketing. She lives in Alexan-
dria, Virginia. Casey Uhelski is a children's 

illustrator who graduated with honors from the Savannah College of Art and Design. She 
lives in Chattanooga, Tennessee. Their previous books are KeeKee's Big Adventures in 
Paris, France, in Rome, Italy, Athens, Greece, with more to come! 
The KEEKEE series has currently 4 titles available. 
Translation rights sold: Chinese simplified, and Korean 
More at http://keekeesbigadventures.com/shop/ 
 
 
 

A Magical Winter HardcoverA Magical Winter HardcoverA Magical Winter HardcoverA Magical Winter Hardcover – April 1, 2016 

by Carl R Sams (Author), Jean Stoick (Contributor)  
Publisher: Carl R. Sams II Photography (April 1, 2016) 8 - 12 years, Grade Level: Pre-
school – 3, Hardcover: 48 pages 
 
 
A wondrous tale of a white, white-tailed deer who ap-
peared in the woods after a storm.  
 Who is he? Where did he come from? The birds and the 
animals soon discover in this snowy celebration of a mag-
ical winter. 
Carl Sams books sold over 12 Million copies worldwide. 
Translated into Chinese simplified, and German lan-
guage. 
 
more at http://order.carlsams.com/t/cs/books 
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A Frog Thing (with Audio CD)A Frog Thing (with Audio CD)A Frog Thing (with Audio CD)A Frog Thing (with Audio CD)  

by Eric Drachman (Author), James Muscarello (Illustrator)  
Kidwick Books; Rei/Com edition, hardcover, 3 - 7 years, 32 pages 

 
Frank wasn't satisfied doing ordinary frog 
things. He wanted to fly, but he was a frog 
and frogs can't fly. Follow along as Frank 
jumps and runs and leaps and dives until 
he finally finds his place in the pond. The 
companion book on cd will transport you 
and your child into Frank's world with 
sound effects and wonderful performances 
by children and adults. 
Eric Drachman is the author of 4 more 
bestselling picture books: ELLISON THE 
ELEFANT, LEO THE LIGHTNING 
BUG, IT’S ME and BAD RATS.  
 

More at www.Kidwickbooks.com 
193,000 copies sold, translated into Korean/English 
 
 
 

Stardust Child, Stardust Child, Stardust Child, Stardust Child,     
by	Joann	Rose	Leonard	(Author), William Schroder (illustrator) 
Eifrig Publishing April 2017, 32 pages, hc and sc, 2 to 10 years A NEW Picture book! 
 
 
This science-inspired charming, wonderfully 
illustrated picture book expresses a deep, profound 
fact of nature and does so in a way that inspires 
awe and reflection in minds of all ages. Based upon 
the words of world known Astrophysicist Neil 
deGrasse Tyson: "We are biologically connected to 
everything in the world. We are all, not 
figuratively, but literally, made of stardust." The 
story celebrates the interconnectedness, despite of 
cultural differences, of all life in the universe 
against a background of oceans, stars, moon, and 
sun, lighting up all the skies. 
Joann Rose Leonard worked as an actess in New 
York and Paris, she raised 2 kids and 9 goats in 
Pensylvania and wrote several other books. 
www.eifrigpublishing.com 
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Little Boy SoupLittle Boy SoupLittle Boy SoupLittle Boy Soup,		

by	Joshua	Russell  (Author), Amalia Hillmann  (Illustrator)  
Balcony 7 Media: hardcover edition (June 9, 2016) 24 pages, 3 to 7 years 

 
a delightful recipe for that wonderful ritual that 
parents call bath time―one that often includes 
washing favorite toys along with your favorite 
little boy. What's unique in this bath time book 
is the little boy loves the time spent with his 
dad, and the illustrations are uniquely 
contemporary, fresh and bold. 
Russell and Hillmann have created a special 
book especially fitting for those sleepy 
moments between bath time and bed time. 
Illustrator Amalia Hillmann utilizes her unique 
process of hand-painted art on paper, mixing 
pen and ink, watercolor, gouache, and cut-paper 
illustration. Every image is hand painted and 
hand cut, offering a distinctive overlay effect 
that adds depth and a unique style all her own. 

As a result, Little Boy Soup is eye-catching and perfect for getting the attention of 
preschool and beginning readers. 
 
 

Channel Blue: Riders of the Storm Channel Blue: Riders of the Storm Channel Blue: Riders of the Storm Channel Blue: Riders of the Storm     
by	JZ	Bingham	(Author),	Jason	Buhagiar (Illustrator)        
(Salty Splashes Collection, Vol.4)  
Balcony 7 Media: (April 30, 2014) 40 pages, 4 to 10 years,  
 
A new adventure begins as the Salty Splashes cast is pumped for the annual Heat Wave 
surf contest. A humorous battle of 
wills and skills on the high seas. More 
than just a surf adventure, boys and 
girls of all ages will fall in love with 
the animation style characters, the 
amazing illustrations This outstanding 
mix of art and literature also features a 
powerful moral: unsportsmanlike 
conduct and underhanded trickery 
always lose to the powers of integrity, 
and those who do the right thing, even 
when faced with the rising tide of 
adversity. The fourth in the award-
winning Salty Splashes Collection. 
Chinese translation rights sold to all 4 
volumes 
 
More at www.balcony7.com. 
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If you were me and lived in... South KoreaIf you were me and lived in... South KoreaIf you were me and lived in... South KoreaIf you were me and lived in... South Korea:		

A	Child's	Introduction	to Cultures around the World. Written by Carole P. Roman 
Create Space, 30 pages, 5 to 9 years. 

 
 Carole P. Roman takes us on a journey this time to 
Asia, landing in South Korea. Once again, children 
can learn how life is like for young people on the 
other side of the globe. From food to famous 
landmarks, they will learn that's it's easy to find 
something in common with people in different 
countries. 
Roman, a former teacher, has proven her skill at 
writing numerous children's books with her Captain 
No Beard series, as well as with the 21 volumes in 
her cultural series that won numerous awards. In ‘If 
you were me and lived in’ ...she uses a technique of 
speaking directly to the child reading or listening. 
This strategy is well suited to a book about foreign 

cultures as it gives little imaginations a boost by helping children envision themselves 
growing up with customs and traditions different from the ones they're familiar with.. 
 
 
 

If You were Me and Lived on… MarsIf You were Me and Lived on… MarsIf You were Me and Lived on… MarsIf You were Me and Lived on… Mars  

(If you Were Me and Lived in… Book 21) 
By Carole P. Roman (author) and Mateya Arkova (Illustrator)   
A NEW Picture book! 
Create Space: February 2017, 44 pages 
 
Join Carole P. Roman when she blasts off to colonize 
the planet Mars, in the newest book of her 
informative series. Learn about how life would be 
living on the Red Planet. Travel to Olympus Mons, 
the largest volcano in the solar system. Look into the 
sky and watch Phobos and Deimos, Mars' two 
moons. Discover what you would wear, and how the 
seasons change. See Mars through the eyes of an 
adventurous youngster like you and understand what 
life is like in a trip of a lifetime. 
Though the tale is fictional, it contains enough factual 
information about astronomy to make it a good 
addition to the classroom science shelf.  
Ronan’s Captain No Beard and the Aurora Borealis has been named to Kirkus Reviews 
Best of 2015. Each book in the series has won numerous awards including the NABE 
Pinnacle Award, IAN Award, Moonbeam Award, National Indie Excellence Award 
Finalist, Shelf Media Outstanding Series Award, ForeWord Review Five Star and 
Finalist in the Book of the Year, and Reader's Views Children's Book of the Year. 
More at http://www.caroleproman.com 
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Build It! World Landmarks: Make Supercool Models with Build It! World Landmarks: Make Supercool Models with Build It! World Landmarks: Make Supercool Models with Build It! World Landmarks: Make Supercool Models with 

your Favorite Legoyour Favorite Legoyour Favorite Legoyour Favorite Lego® PartsPartsPartsParts    
 (Brick Books Vol.4 ) Eiffel Tour, Empire State Building, Taj Majal, and more,  
written by Jennifer Kemmete 
Graphic Arts Books (October 18, 2016) softcover, 70 pages, age 5 to 8 
 

 
This series of currently 4 volumes of visually rich 
instruction books for Lego® creations is perfect for 
children ages 5 and up. Inside you'll find instructions 
for creating three of the world's most famous 
buildings with no detail overlooked. Each book in this 
interactive series contains 3-5 “dioramas” featuring a 
diverse range of models that can be created using one 
or two complete Lego® sets (this book features 
Lego® Classic set 10698 and Lego® Architecture 
Studio 21050), or bricks you already have at home. 
Full color, step-by-step diagrams guide you through 
the process, enhancing the fun.Vol.1: Make Supercool 
Models for Animals to Airplanes, Vol.2: Dinosours to 
Desert Scenes, Boats, Bridges, Vol. 3: Neighborhood 
Sights, Exotic Animals. 
 

 
 
 

The Seasons of Little WolfThe Seasons of Little WolfThe Seasons of Little WolfThe Seasons of Little Wolf,  

by	Jonathan	London  (Author), Jon Van Zyle (Illustrator) 
WestWinds Press /Graphic Arts (February 2, 2016) hc and pb 32 pages, ages 4 to 8 
 
 
It's spring, and Little Wolf and his siblings are anxious to 
explore the world around them for the very first time. 
Summer comes, and Little Wolf is old enough to be on his 
own; he enjoys the insects and the joy of his first catch, a 
deer mouse. Later in fall, readers find Little Wolf on his first 
hunt with the pack when tragedy strikes. But he survives and 
the family dances in the moonlight to celebrate. Finally 
winter is upon them, and Little Wolf dreams of the day when 
he will lead his own pack through the seasons. Van Zyle's 
paintings bring Little Wolf and his family to life. Use this 
picture book as an introduction to the wolf's life cycle. 
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email: sylvia@sylviahayseliterary.com 
 


